We propose a general scheme for inducing resonant exchange between spins or pseudo-spins of unmatched levels via periodic driving. The basic idea is illustrated for a system of two heteronuclear atoms, for which analytical results are provided for the effective spin exchange (SE) interaction strength. It is then applied to the mixture of 23 Na and 87 Rb atoms with a radio-frequency (rf) or microwave field near-resonant to the mismatched Zeeman level spacings. SE interaction engineered this way is applicable to ultracold quantum gas mixtures involving spinor Bose-Bose, Bose-Fermi, and Fermi-Fermi atoms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin exchange (SE) is among the most elementary two body interactions in quantum many body systems. Between two neutral atoms, this exchange can occur within valence electron spins, nuclear spins, or between the electron and nuclear spins. Its coherent teeterboard-like coupling facilitates excitation exchange between two spinor particles and plays an important role in interesting quantum phenomena ranging from versatile magnetic ordered states such as ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic phases [1, 2] , collective atomic spin-mixing dynamics in both bosonic [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and fermionic [13] [14] [15] [16] quantum gases, etc. SE can also be employed for spin-squeezing and entangled state generation and preparation in atomic spinor systems [17] [18] [19] [20] , and for coherence and quantum state transfer in quantum information studies using color centers or NMR techniques [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] .
SE interaction between heteronuclear atoms is typically small or even minute in magnitude compared to other energy scales, such as the density dependent mean field, linear or even quadratic Zeeman shifts, etc. Controlled SE is thus difficult unless a resonance is encountered. Between atoms of the same species, this exchange resonance naturally appears due to their identical pseudo-spin construct, i.e., with the same level spacing, as has already been studied extensively for spin mixing in 87 Rb atomic Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [8, 9] . If two atoms in the F = 1 ground states are initially prepared in the m F = 0 state, SE flips one atom spin up into the m F = +1 state while the other one gets flipped down into the m F = −1 , or vice versa. For 87 Rb atoms, this interaction is calibrated by a spin dependent scattering length c 2 ∼ 0.3 (a B ) < 0, which denotes a ferromagnetic interaction (with a B the Bohr radius). It is much smaller than the spin independent scattering length * xuzf@sustc.edu.cn † lyou@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn c 0 ∼ 100 (a B ) > 0. At realized condensate densities, |c 2 | is typically not more than a few Hz. The quadratic Zeeman shift, which differentially detunes the level spacings between the up (|m F = 0 → |m F = 1 ) and down (|m F = 0 → |m F = −1 ) flips, causes the SE to be off resonant. Thus despite of the null out of the linear Zeeman shifts respectively for the up and down spin flips, observation of coherent spin mixing limits the background bias B field to be around 1 Gauss. Further tuning around the resonance can be accomplished via the ac-stark shifts from a dressing microwave coupled to the F = 2 manifold [17, 27, 28] . In NMR physics, spin exchange between electronic and nuclear spin can be tunned by HartmannHahn double resonance (HHDR) [25, 26, 29] since nuclear spin is not sensitive to external field.
In addition to spin mixing dynamics, recent studies in SE also concern the physics associated with interspecies SE interactions in mixtures of heteronuclear atoms and their properties such as the ground state phases and entanglement [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The first SE driven coherent heteronuclear spin dynamics are observed in an ultracold bosonic mixture of (F = 1)
87 Rb and 23 Na atoms [40] , which is nicely described by mean field based theories as in single atomic species [32, 39] . The dynamical effort of SE interaction ∝ (s
) heavily depends on their differential Zeeman shifts. For the case of 87 Rb and 23 Na atoms in the F = 1 ground states mentioned above, their Landé g-factors are essentially the same because of their equal nuclear and electron spins. Hence, an accidental interspecies SE resonance occurs at B c ∼ 1.69 G, a small but non-zero B field. More generally, the Landé g-factors for unlike atoms can be very different, leading to a large Zeeman level spacing mismatch (∼ 1 MHz) even at a moderately low magnetic field (∼ 1 Gauss). Such a large detuning can completely overwhelm the typical rate |c 2 | of SE. The other option of working at a near zero bias B field is difficult due to the experimental challenge of controlling the (fluctuating) ambient magnetic field. resonant SE between heteronuclear atoms by compensating for their energy level mismatch using an appropriately modulated B field or rf-field. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 1 with the modulation frequency resonant to the level spacing mismatch. Such a scheme is of course limited to realizable frequency ranges of available technologies. The different Landé g-factors for the heteronuclear atoms result in the different couplings with the modulated B field. As we will show in the following tuning the amplitude and/or the frequency of the driving field controls the interspecies SE dynamics. We will first illustrate the basic operation of our scheme for a simple model of two unlike atoms. The result obtained is then applied to a realistic experiment of 87 Rb and 23 Na mixture, accompanied with detailed numerical simulations. Perspective applications to more general cases are then discussed together with a realistic assessment of the potential restrictions.
II. TWO ATOM PHYSICS
Without loss of generality, we assume an isotropic interspecies spin-spin interaction (SSI) of strength c between the two heteronuclear atoms. The model Hamiltonian thus becomes
where s
µ (µ = x, y, z, and η = a, b) denotes the spin-1/2 matrix for atom η with level spacing ω η between spin up |e η and down |g η states. H D (t) describes the couplings between atoms and an external periodic driving (B) field along the z-axis direction. Other forms of coupling such
give similar results and will not be discussed here explicitly.
Even at a small B field, the mismatch between the pseudo-spin level spacings for two unlike atoms, can be much larger than their SE interaction, i.e., δ = ω a −ω b |c|/ , assuming ω a > ω b . Thus efficient SE dynamics calls for suitable level shifts to compensate for this mismatch. Ac-stark shift from a microwave field is often employed, although it provides for only a small δ [27, 28] . Our idea is instead to apply an external π-polarized oscillating rf or microwave field with frequency ω ∼ δ. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a) , when the above condition is satisfied, the interspecies SE |g a , e b ↔ |e a , g b can hit a resonance assisted by the absorption or emission of an oscillation quantum (or photon) of energy ω. The instantaneous level mismatch between the two-atom states |g a , e b and |e a , g b reduces to δ(t) = (ω a + Ω a cos ωt) − (ω b + Ω b cos ωt) = δ + Ω cos ωt. The differential coupling Ω ≡ Ω a − Ω b tunes SE into resonance δ(t) ∼ c analogous to differential Zeeman shifts tunes a magnetic Feshbach resonance, albeit at selected instants due to the explicit time dependence here. At a fixed ω, the windows for near-resonant SE within one driving period are highlighted (red) in Fig. 1(b) for various driving amplitude. The largest time window appears for Ω δ, which is more rigorously confirmed by the Floquet theory.
In the high frequency limit ω ∼ δ c/ , an effective time-independent Hamiltonian emerges
as detailed in the appendix below with
The minus sign in front of c eff does not imply that the SSI has changed its sign entirely due to the follow up term ∝ s
z . For our idea to work, the coupling amplitudes for the two atoms must be different, i.e., Ω a = Ω b , or Ω = 0 as otherwise c eff = 0. Our proposal thus can be applied when the two atoms are coupled to a driving field with different strength, a condition that is almost always satisfied for heternuclear atoms when their pseudo-spin states exhibit different Landé gfactors.
The analytical results above are confirmed by numerical simulations for the full dynamics including the periodic drive at δ = ω a − ω b = 3 kHz and c/ = 10 Hz (satisfying δ c). The simulation starts with the two atoms initially in the state |g a , e b . Figure 2 shows the nice agreement between analytical and numerical results. The peaks for both the period and amplitude are located at ∆ = ω − δ = 0 as expected. The numerical result for the effective SE interaction strength, as shown in Figs.  2(d)(red dashed line) , is derived by matching the frequency of spin population oscillation (from Fourier analysis) to the analytical result 4c 2 eff + ∆ 2 /2 given by effective Hamiltonian (3). We fix ∆ = 0 and change Ω such that c eff reduces simply to the frequency of spin oscillation. 
III. SPINOR MIXTURE OF
87 Rb AND 23 Na
We next extend the above discussion for two atoms to a mixture of bosonic spinor 23 Na(η = a) and 87 Rb (η = b) atoms in the ground F = 1 states [40] . This represents a special case as their level spacing mismatch is smaller because the nuclear and electronic spins for both atoms are the same. Their near-resonant interspecies spin dynamics are recently observed around B c ∼ 1.6 (Gauss). In the off resonant case when their energy level mismatch is much larger than the interspecies SE strength, this combination still represents a nice example to test our idea of periodic driving assisted resonant SE.
The model Hamiltonian is detailed in the appendix with m η the atomic mass, and µ = m 1 m 2 /(m 1 + m 2 ) the interspecies reduced mass. V η denotes the trap potential, and p η and q η are respectively the linear and quadratic Zeeman shifts, while c label the intra-atomic density-density and SE interaction strengths. The interspecies spin-independent, spin-exchange, and spin-singlet pairing interaction strengths are denoted by α, β, and γ as before in studies of binary mixture SE dynamics [32] and their values are known to be (α, β, γ) = 2π 2 a B /µ × (78.9, −2.5, 0.06) for this mixture.
The experiments of Ref. [40] are carried out for a 23 Na atomic BEC with a cold thermal 87 Rb atomic gas in an optical dipole trap. Their dynamics are governed by the following coupled equations
with
where the Na condensate is described by its mean field φ = φ a = (φ 1 , φ 0 , φ −1 ) T and (n a ) ij ≡ φ * j φ i , the Rb gas is described by the collisionless Boltzmann equation in terms of the Wigner function f ij (r, p, t) = e iHt/ f ij (r, p)e −iHt/ and f ij ≡ dr e −ip·r/ ψ † j (r − r /2)ψ i (r + r /2). We define (n b (r, t)) ij = dpf ij (r, p, t)/(2π ) 3 , (U b ) ij = (−1) i−j (n b )jī/3, and (U a ) ij = (−1) i−j (n a )jī/3 withī = −i. When one atomic species is non-condensed, the single-mode approximation (SMA) [40] is well satisfied for both atomic species. The resulting simplified equations above forms the basis of our numerical study.
The accidental resonance reported in Ref. [40] at B c ∼ 1.69 G is between the two atom states |m ics are suppressed. Our scheme comes with a π-polarized periodic rf or microwave field coupled to the atoms
zψ .
At B = 2.2 G, for instance, the level spacing mismatch between the two atom spin states |0, −1 and | − 1, 0 is δ 2π × 227 Hz, which is much larger than the typical SE strength β. The intra-species spin dynamics are also suppressed due to the large quadratic Zeeman shifts at this B field. We numerically explored this case for both balanced and imbalanced populations of 87 Rb and 23 Na atoms, starting with a coherent superposition internal states for both species. To promote strong effective interspecies SE, Ω = δ is taken, and ω is varied in the vicinity of the two atom resonance ∼ δ. For the balanced case with N a = N b = 6 × 10 4 atoms, we consider an initial configuration with 50% population of Rb (Na) atoms in the state | − 1 (|0 ), 40% in |0 (| − 1 ), and 10% in | + 1 (| + 1 ). For the unbalanced case of N b = 6.33 × 10 4 and N a = 10.40 × 10 4 , the initial states for both atoms are prepared with 36% population in state |0 , 57% in |−1 , and 7% in |+1 approximately. The resulting nearresonant interspecies SE dynamics are shown in Fig. 3 . Both the amplitude and period of spin oscillations are found to tune with ω. The resonance peak is seen to be shifted from the two atom case of ∆ = 0 due to mean field interactions, while the width of resonance remains of the same order as that induced by the bare SE interaction strength at weak B field shown in Ref. [40] . It is interesting to point out that for the controlled SE dynamics the periodic external drive introduced does not seem to affect other SSI channels since it does not induce single particle excitation as shown in Figs. 3(a1,a2) (black dashed line).
Finally we note that our idea for controlled SE as discussed differs from both recently demonstrated scenario [40] and the widely known HHDR applied in NVcenter [25, 26] . The first scenario is based on shifting of the resonance field B c with an optically induced species-dependent (time-independent) static synthetic B field. Complications to balance the amount of speciesand spin-dependent vector light shifts do not arise in our scheme. In the second scenario, at least one of the atom system is in strong driving limit and being dressed by the external field. Resonant spin exchange occurs when the dressed states splitting matches the level spacing of another atom. While in our case, the spin state is neither dressed nor flipped by driving filed and collective spin dynamics occurs due to inherent SSI between atoms. Thus our idea is more generally grouped into Floquet engineering and can be applied to tune effective interspecies SE for various types of spinor atomic mixtures.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we present a general scheme to engineer resonant heteronuclear atomic spin dynamics by applying a periodic coupling field. This applies for inter-atomic species spin dynamics when the Zeeman energy level spacing mismatch between the two species is much larger than their SSI strength. Our method is applicable to several ongoing mixture experiments, and is illustrated for the mixture of 23 Na and 87 Rb atoms where spin dynamics were previously observed in the F = 1 ground stats at near zero field. A simple calculation using Fermi's golden rule shows that inelastic decay rate associated with SE collision is about 10 −14 cm 3 · s −1 for the 23 Na − 87 Rb atom mixture, which should provide for a sufficiently long life time to carry out the proposed periodic modulation experiment. Another promising candidate system for applying our idea is the 6 Li-23 Na (FermiBose) mixture which exhibits two zero crossings for the Zeeman level mismatch at B = 0 G and B = 70.2 G between the | − 1/2, 1 ↔ |1/2, 0 states [41] . 
as given in the main text. In deriving the above equations, we have taken the mean-field approximation for the a condensate with φ = φ = (φ 1 , φ 0 , φ −1 )
T and define (n a ) ij = φ * j φ i . The standard collisionless Boltzmann equation is adopted to describe the dynamics of a thermal b gas with the help of Wigner function f ij (r, p, t) = e iHt/ f ij (r, p)e −iHt/ , wherê f ij = dr e −ip·r/ ψ † j (r − r /2)ψ i (r + r /2). We also define (n b (r, t)) ij = dpf ij (r, p, t)/(2π ) 3 , (U ψ ) ij = (−1) i−j (n b )jī/3, and (U φ ) ij = (−1) i−j (n a )jī/3 withī = −i.
When the confinement trapping is strong [40] , we can further simplified the above equations by adopting the single-mode approximation (SMA) for both atomic species, i.e., take φ(r, t) =φ(r)ξ(t) and f (r, p, t) = f (r, p)σ ab (t), whereφ(r) andf (r, p) are the same spatial modes of 23 a and 87 b spin components and Trσ = 1, ξ † ξ = 1. Defining τ ij = ξ * j ξ i , we thus obtain
with i−j σjī/3, and (U τ ) ij = (−1) i−j τjī/3. N a and N b denote the total numbers of a and b atoms, respectively.
